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Quote of the Issue by Calvin Coolidge
Nothing in the world can take the place of persistence. Talent will not; nothing is
more common than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded
genius is almost a proverb. Education will not; the world is full of educated
derelicts. Persistence and determination alone are omnipotent. The slogan
Press On! Has always solved and always
2 will solve the problems of the human

A WORD FROM THE EDITOR
Bohemian Renaissance is on its second
issue. The response to the magazine and the
excellent submissions received has been very
encouraging.
Arts and the programs that support them are
an integral part of our culture.
Those who create leave a legacy. They make a
mark on an otherwise barren, work a day
world.
It is my opinion that all art, literature and
poetry is good. It all has merit. The industries
that make movies, publish book and sponsor
galleries are businesses. They are profit
driven and will always favor the bottom line
over beauty.
For this reason, Bohemian Renaissance will
remain a non-profit, relying on donations and
grants to survive. It is imperitive that artists,
poets and writers have a venue where beauty,
as they say, is its own excuse for being.
As Hollywood passes up new writers for tired
material that they have already purchased,
somewhere there must be an avenue for
validation for those who create.
Bohemian Renaissance is a 501C non-profit
corporation. All deductions are tax
deductible.
Please visit our website:
Bohemian Renaissance.com or mail a check or
money order to:
1954 Rolling Meadows Loop
Young Harris, GA 30582
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IT’S NOT ABOUT THE DEAD BABY SQUIRREL
Brian Furman

“I found a dead squirrel in the back yard this morning”
Billy and his seven year old energy jumped from his breakfast and punched through the screen door into
the backyard.
I looked at Colleen and then back to the empty space where my son was a second ago.
“I already threw it behind the garage!” My voice followed the same path that my son cut through the air,
dictated in whirlwinds as he ran out of the house.
I stole a glance to Grandma Helen’s portrait above the door frame, her beehive hairdo set above her
stretched face like a bell on a burnt fireplace, watching over the kitchen with eyes lit on fire. Those eyes
still giving me night terrors.
My wife kept her eyes on me, as if I had a secret to divulge, attempting to use Helen’s technique of branding a hot stare into my skin. The portrait’s smirk and my wife’s glare were strikingly similar.
Colleen fidgeted her stance and jammed her arms together like a pair of scissors stabbing a tension balloon.
“Well, do you know how the squirrel got there?” she asked with grenades in her mouth, pins ready to be
pulled if I gave the slightest threat of nonchalance.
“No” I said with a bullet. My body would not face hers, it hadn’t since she quit chemo.
(In the theater her actions are referred to as “corpsing”.)
Billy came back to the table disappointed.
“Did you really want to see dead vermin?” His mother snipped, trying to cut out the curiosity so natural in
a boy.
Billy stared into the bowl playing with his spoon, twirling milk in circles, as if pretending the small sugary
shapes were broken bones and he was a surgeon.
“I just wanted to see it.” Billy said to no one, he was mute for the first three months after Grandma Helen
was died.
I looked at my wife who was visibly shaken over the fact that her seven year old son would want to see a
dead anything. She gave an intense glare to the fake wood laminate on the cupboards. She hadn’t aged
well since her sickness, I would catch her looking in the mirror as if the cancer never went away, as if it
were ground under her skin and she could see it sparkle and glitter in her reflection, the same look she was
giving now. Helen referred to this as "bullshit".
Billy had watched Grandma Helen deteriorate from under the kitchen table, peeking out every so often to
watch every muscle in her body help her breathe.
Helen lived with us for the last 9 months of her life. I never stayed in the same room with the two women.
It was a gas chamber, uncomfortable as a splinter in the eye, coal stained hate in the heavy air.
When Helen passed away, I was relieved. She was the antagonist, she had to die.
“I’ll take you back there.” My peripheral vision picked up a plume of tension, swirling like a dust bowl
from my wife’s body. Remnants of biological warfare with Helen that had become practice drills for
future use.
The corners of her mouth cracked and her chest heaved higher than normal, the movement caught in the
small slit of vision I had trained myself to use for these moments.
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“You are gonna wash his hands afterward…right... Jack...?” the whirlwind engulfed us as she moved, as if
she were full of dust, at each small disagreement, she conjured a funnel cloud with her body to choke me.
My son was immune to the clouds, thank God.
“He’s not gonna touch the damn thing…” I said under my breath backing out of the kitchen before
suffocation.
The backyard was neat, trimmed and sterile, not a place reserved for death.
Billy and I stood staring, behind the neighbor’s fence, at the bushy tail and black-hole eyes.
“How do you think it died Dad”? Billy asked.
We walked over to the place where I had found it.
“What do you think it was doing? Billy asked.
We looked at the hole in the ground next to where I picked up the body.
“What was it thinking when it died Dad?” Billy asked.
“I’m not sure son”. I had never really thought about it.
We stared at the rusted out metal sheet in the neighbor’s yard where my throw had landed and had now
transformed into the squirrel’s burial mound. “What do we do now Dad?”
“Nothing” I said. “There’s nothing we can do…”
“We should bury it” My wise seven year old said.
I kept thinking that if we threw something at it, it would come back to life.
I picked up a small pebble and gently tossed it, smacking the squirrel square in the eye. It bounced off the
clear gel ball taking some texture with it, leaving an even darker mark on the already black surface. It didn’t
move.
“I guess its dead?” I said out loud to no one. My son looked at me with my wife’s eyes. He had finally
absorbed a little of that toxic, viral, dust cloud my wife gave off around the house. I hadn’t thought that
possible.
I wondered that if I died and someone smacked me square in the eye with a rock, would my eyes water?
Days passed, thoughts of the dead squirrel nibbled on the bottom of my feet, driving me out of my bed into
the basement where it was always damp…and coId.
I could see my breath in the rest of the house. This is how the air felt after Helen's death. The house was a
glacier, I was a ghost and we could hear her voice in everything we did.
Billy’s questions increased in their maturity.
“Dad…if you and mom were dead, would you be buried in the same place?”
“Dad…when I die can I come back as a fruit roll up so I’ll never go hungry?
I went to the closest cemetery to research an answer. The tombstones standing guard as I walked over their
owners with a distempered glare.
Bill and Laura – married 37 years. Dave and Margaret married 52 years. Barry and Irene married 29 years.
Forced into the same enclosure for eternity, breaking bones to be with each other.
All in colors and rhetoric meant to spurn emotional response. Symbols of marriage lasting after death.
Under the ground there were worms and spiders, rotting wood, fractured limbs and overgrown fingernails.
Relics…decomposition, a retraction back to mineral and Earth.
How were their bodies configured in those small wooden boxes? Missionary style? Reverse Cowgirl? Were
they stuffed in there like dolls…all haphazard and disheveled?
Are these tangible bodies designed to live within transparent borders? Encampments built by influences,
where we dislocate our souls to escape?
I traversed the mausoleum. Bodies set up conveniently…strategically, in vertical and horizontal lines to give
an age old sense of control and symmetry. Afterlife Jeopardy…Cancer for a hundred…Natural Causes for a
thousand….Mutilation the Daily Double.
I stop at a woman with her hand, palm out, barely touching a name engraved on the wall. The sliver of air
between the flesh of her hand and the layer blocked corpse move the atoms in a circle around her body. Her
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black dress suddenly and without warning infused with a spectrum of color that shines a rainbow throughout
the mono-colored space. She looks at me through psychedelic eyes.
“She never did anything wrong.”
On the square in front of her there was a picture of a child. A four year old girl named Leann.
The face on Leann’s portrait was soft, liquid and new, just right for a serious type of death. Certainly not the
soap opera kind.
Leann was kidnapped and starved. She was injected with heroin and tiny slits were cut into her skin with a
razor blade every couple of hours as if the kidnapper were giving paint lessons in the Impressionist style. She
was found in a warehouse by a homeless man hanging upside down.
I thought of those commercials where third world children wear designer clothes they receive from American
aid organizations. I always envisioned them starving, thin and placid with an overblown stomach and a
corporate logo emblazoned on their chest as if that corporation was sponsoring malnutrition.
Then one day, I didn’t see the logos in the commercials anymore, someone did their homework. The
corporations suspended reality…donated a ton of money to buy up the air time to promote blood-free hands…
Leann and those kids in Africa didn’t have a lifetime to destroy their own bodies. They had no influence on the
sadistic nature of their generation, no choice to destroy themselves. They had no time to be that vain. No heart
attacks or diabetes, no obesity or liver damage, they were not masochists, the choice had been made for them
before they were born.
That woman standing in front of Leann’s portrait won the sweepstakes…A lifetime of sadness draped with a
cloak of guilt for an act of man that she was unable to control, a matter of chance...the only solace being that
they weren't exposed to real life. They never did anything wrong...
Soapy, Opera, Game Show Death….
Grandma Helen would clean her gun at the kitchen table. Pastel yellows, greens and purples all around
the space gave the rifle a lighter sheen, almost an Easter feel, made it take the edge off. This was not a weapon,
it was a decoration, as normal as the pristine table settings and placemats. Helen would arrange the parts on a
hand towel. Forearm always facing East, the barrel positioned to the West, the two parts making a V. The
cleaner situated in between, a tear rolling down the side of the can, I would pout my nose and inhale the sweet
chemical smell, feeling the small tingle hit my body down to my toes.
Depending on the holiday, she might place said parts on a pilgrim, or an American Flag, or Santa Claus.
It didn’t matter, the memories were all associated with caricatures from the season. Sometimes Helen would
clean her gun in the afternoon and leave the parts to bask in the brightness of the kitchen and the dirty sun.
When I would come home from school they would be on display like a glass chess set, or a miniature ceramic
dog collection.
I was twelve, Dustin was fourteen. His dad owned a gun and he had taught Dustin how to clean it and
put it back together. I wasn’t sure if he was telling the truth…two years is a lifetime of difference when you’re
in grade-school. He knew what the action was, he knew that Teflon oil was the best stuff for keeping it
working. He knew when cleaning not to soak the cloth all the way through, but just get it wet enough to coat
the inside of the barrel…
Dustin was the coolest thing around. Dustin knew what he was doing. Dustin shot himself in the leg
with Helens gun. Blood red a sharp contrast to the holiday hues already on the wall. Spaghetti splatters filled
Helen’s kitchen, all over the pastel. Helen slept through it and as Dustin was lying on the floor holding his limb
right above his ankle…blood dripping from his trembling foot as if pouring the last drops of Kool-Aid from a
cup, I stood over him, hands in pockets… mouth wide open…reacting like a twelve year old should.
There was a moment in the middle of Dustin’s gaffe that the house was entirely quiet, that I heard her
get out of bed, use the bathroom, and take heavy steps into the living room shaking the shoddy built joists
below. Helen came around the corner into the kitchen wiping the sleep from her eyes, passed the fat man
cookie jar with the tuxedo and Hitler mustache…passed the picture of the orange, wilting flower in the wooden
faded frame…passed the rolling edges of the multi-stained Formica counter. She leaned up against the stove
and lit a cigarette. Makeup smudged the side of her cheek from where she wiped her eyes. Her signature
beehive hairdo fell to record lows. She exhaled a diesel engine.
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“I see you found my gun…” She said this to the earth, looking ahead to no one, not expecting an
answer. Helen had a remarkable sense of drama.
She threw her hands nonchalantly at Dustin rolling on the floor.
“You shot yourself in the fuckin’ foot.” This was directed to the blood pooling by the side of the
stove.
Dustin was turning weird shades of pale and Helen stood there, smoking her Virginia Slims with
a chuckle thrown in every now and then giving her hair the illusion that it was an organism unto itself.
Helen masked her expression, thinking out loud without speaking. Her face made nasty rolling motions
with her lips jutting out arguing with her chin. All the time the beehive bouncing back and forth like a
stack of pancakes ready to topple.
“We’re gonna have to cut it out.”
Dustin stopped dancing, I drooled on myself and the glare in Helen’s eyes gave fire. She grabbed
his arm and dragged him through the kitchen onto the living room carpet and straight into the bathtub
tossing him in like a dish towel and leaving a slug stain path of blood through the house. Dustin flailed as
Helen turned on the water soaking the hole in his leg. She pulled a sack out of nowhere and presented a
knife and a pair of large tweezers. Helen gave me a look, a look that I have never forgot, a look that put
all that I didn’t know about my grandmother into a ball squeezed tight around her eyelids and shot in my
general direction, not directly at me, but just close enough so that fear wouldn't allow for too many
questions.
“Sit still you little shit.” Helen grabbed Dustin by the arms and pinned him down with one hand
as she dug the tweezers into the leaking hole with the other. Dustin was in the first, or second, wave of
shock and laid there pale as a sheet of paper, his heart thumping loud enough that it was heard above his
breathing.
Helen gave me another strange look, as if I were someone else, someone that knew those eyes
well and feared them. The bullet came out with a thump in the bathtub. Helen grabbed a piece of towel
and ripped it with her teeth tying it around Dustin’s leg to stop the bleeding. She then jumped up and
reached into the jungle of prescription bottles in the medicine cabinet, popped the top off of a small
orange one and shoved a slew mismatched pills into his mouth, some of which spilled out onto his chest
which she collected and swallowed herself.
“Woo-hoo boys!” She slapped her leg in cowboy fashion and left Dustin in the bathtub, pulling
me by my scrawny arm into the adjacent bedroom.
We assaulted the space hard like Paul Bunyan, with purpose and a plan.
“Jackie…." she said' "we’re gonna have to break his leg.” She didn’t say this to me, she said it to
whomever was the picture in her mind of the body that was standing where I was, but certainly not to
me.
“We have to cover this up Jackie" she developed a nervous tick, shaking her head back and forth
like the sprinkler on the front lawn, "we’ll have to break it...I’ll go get the two by four.”
And before I could say anything, she was gone down in the basement rummaging on the tool
bench for the correct device. I sauntered back into the bathroom…Dustin was winter white in the face…
sweat mixed with water and blood. His jeans ripped at the knees where the tourniquet was wrapped,
arrow shaped strokes of red on the light blue tile above his body. The contrast of colors was beautiful.
Dustin opened his mouth with a sweaty lick of his lips…and not once, not twice, but three times
tried to gather enough energy to speak.
“Go…Fuck yourself…Jackie…”
I was lost…watching this scene unfold from somewhere else. This was a war flick, or an action
movie….not my Grandmother’s pastel life….I began to think that maybe the pastel was a ruse for
something a bit deeper.
Helen came back up the steps into the bathroom with a long, splintered piece of wood from a
bygone era and a small two pound sledge. I grabbed the spike and the sledge without hesitation and
drove that wood deep into the bullet wound until the point ripped skin on the underside of his calf.
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Dustin let something small and burp-like escape his body. I jumped up initially unaware of what I had done.
Helen stood above me like a proud Indian warrior, watching as if she knew I would do this all along… as if
those pastels really were a cover up and now she could stop faking it…as if this were an audition and I got the
part.
I left the cemetery and ran home, snatched my shovel and hopped the neighbor’s backyard fence into the weeds
and elephant grass behind his garage.
The rigor mortis, blood and bile made it adhere to the rusted metal it lay on, so I grabbed the entire sheet.
Jagged and thinly cut shards of aluminum dug into my skin, made it so I was a freshly shot deer running from
the hunter the blood leaving stains for easy tracking.
My wife opened the front door as I stood there moving in hula hoop circles struggling with a large metal square
in the summer wind.
Billy ran outside to help. My wife smiled as if she prompted the wind to grow stronger.
My grip was loosened, the metal sheet was lifted out of my hands and sailed into the middle of the street.
“What are you doing Jack?” She said this as if she knew that this day was coming. She was the villain in this
story.
My look was one that had gathered all the anger, suppressed over the last 14 months, packed with a double load
of gunpowder behind my eyes ready to be fired when the signal was given.
I pointed my finger towards the door as if my hand were a bow and my words were arrows, shaking from a new
found emotion.
I sputtered and hesitated like a car starting in the cold…
“Did you know that Helen couldn’t wipe her ass when she died?”
Colleen took her hands off her elbows as if this episode were scripted, as if she stood in front of our bedroom
mirror and practiced the least offensive way to put her arms down for a lengthy period of time. The path that
grief takes to get out of the body is not the same for all participants.
“I don’t even remember the funeral…” I was heated, pacing back and forth waiting to catch the
retaliatory fire. “Were you there?"
“Yes, Jackson…I was there…”
The wrinkles in her forehead always protruded when she was making a valid point.
“…as I recall I had to drag you like a six year old. You weren’t even gonna show up. The woman who
raised you… like her own… and you were gonna ditch like it was shop class…” My wife descended the front
steps to face my body. This was the first time we had spoken face to face in at least two months.
“That’s not true...” I had begun to cry and didn’t notice.
“I had every intention of going…you were sick….” There was a thin film of liquid burning the inside of
my throat, “the doctor’s told me you were going to die.”
When Helen passed, my wife was in a hospital bed set up in our room. She was gaunt and haggard. Her skin
dark and pale at the same time, riddled with the poison that was supposed to cure her. Her toxic fumes were all
around me and I did my best to absorb as much as I could. I remember taking the walk from Helen’s bed
downstairs to our room upstairs to tell my wife that she was gone. Colleen…on the verge of the death, doing
her best impression of Gandhi.
When I turned the corner to her room Colleen jerked her ravaged body up from the pillows and demanded food,
she hadn’t eaten a solid meal in 15 days.
The day of Helen’s funeral I remember that Colleen wanted to wear her best wig, she wanted her favorite dress,
even though her protruding collarbones were the only thing holding it up, she wanted to wear Helen’s jewelry.
My wife timidly walked within arm’s reach of me. Billy was a statue, we could all hear the screeching of tires
on the road as cars rolled around the metal sheet playing an avant garde soundtrack to the story unfolding on
the grass.
I put my finger out to stop her from coming any further and stumbled backwards.
“She gave up…” I had no idea what was coming out of my mouth.
“Two women that I cared about more than any other in my life... in my house... at the same time dying.
I couldn’t just take you both. It’s no coincidence that when she died, you got better... Fuckin game show..."
She was confused by the last sentence, and stopped where she was.
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Her words had become the weapon…I was now the villain, “Jack…you never did anything wrong”
Cars screeched around me as I walked out to retrieve the metal, splotches of dried blood marked my
clothes. I threw it in the trunk of the car and got in the driver’s seat.
My car felt as cold and numb as the mausoleum.
I pulled onto the front lawn of the real mausoleum, leaving a fresh track of mud as the wheels sank
deep into the sacred land.
I jumped out giddy as a 6 year old. My son jumped out behind me.
I grabbed the metal, my son grabbed the bag from the hardware store and we made our way into the
building.
The metal shifted in my hand taking on an orange glow as the light reflected down on the dried bronze
colored blood. I walked past several people crying with their hands on iron names much like the
woman in the black dress.
I did not feel the eyes staring at me. It all seemed logical…natural. I was bringing a once living thing
to a place built specifically for death. And all those eyes that were slicing pieces of my skin off one by
one, they weren’t malicious, they seemed to understand, more confused than anything.
Leann’s liquid face was still new and vibrant, hitting all the right angles, her cheeks as smooth as if
she were watching this scene with us.
We attracted a crowd, the echoed sound of drilling metal into metal in a hollowed room. The square
with the squirrel fit perfectly over Leann’s beautiful face. This was the real Game Show. The new
logo. The kind where reality is suspended. We had made Leann accessible, no more heinous crimes,
no more murder, no more sadness, Leann's death gave us control.
Now, we stared at a rodent, as far away from the truth as possible, something that we didn’t mind
dead. Something that we wouldn’t give a second thought to unless it splattered blood and maggots on
our car, annoyed that we had to spend money to clean it off. The whole world in denial.
My son swallowed hard. “What do you think that girl was thinking bout when she died Dad”?
“I’m not sure William…I don’t know”
As Dustin bled in the bathtub, his eyes open, his spirit numb…convulsing with a tick reserved for
Geiger counters, my shadow overtaking the room, Helen behind me, something heavy and addictive
on my shoulders…Dustin decided to quit breathing. We didn’t notice for some time….and then when
we did notice we stood some more….as if he were going to suddenly come back…as if it were a
game. Helen gave a small laugh and left the room. I regretted ever knowing Dustin.
I followed Helen to the backyard and found her standing with arms folded. A family of squirrels
dotted the yard searching for something to eat. I focused on their movements around the grass,
stopping and starting, darting up and around the trees, using their little hands to dig up the nuts, turn
them over and over, stuffing them in their small mouths. They ran in choreographed chaos. One bolted
out in front of Helen and stopped, staring at her with black lifeless pupils. With movement reserved
for ghosts, Helen reached out and snatched that squirrel, broke its neck with a deliberate and small
twist and gently set it in my hands as if it were a gift. She spoke in dreamlike undertones.
“Remember Jackie….It’s not about the dead squirrel baby…..it’s all in how you handle your guilt.”
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SEEING IS BEIEVING BY LASHAWN SABIO
A human like gleam lay in its eyes, those bulging dull eyes. It smiles and bows, as much as it can with its
body already crouched near the ground.
"How are you?" it asked, a confident smile splayed on its froggy lips.
A frog.
Covered in slime, green and croaking. A frog was speaking.

The shine of innocent eyes have left this young ladies, but astonishment lays within them. In all her twenty
years of life she had never experienced what she was right now.
A frog was talking to her.
Shouldn't she scream? Run away? Attack it with her bare feet? Catch its slimy body between her rough
fingers and feed it to a fire!
But she just stares at it. She bunches up her torn and tattered skirt and kneels on the ground in front of the
talking frog. Her chocolate brown eyes bore into that of the frogs, intrigue written all over her face.
"How is this possible?" she whispered, her eyes never leaving the green creature.
The frog hopped over her knelt body and landed on a log not far away.
"There's no science behind this, honey. This is magic's doing" the frog said
It had a strong southern accent, a masculine tone.
"Ain't no such thing as magic" the girl said, still kneeling in the dirt but she was now facing the talking frog.
"If love exists then why can't magic?" the frog shrugged, a deep and rumbling 'ribbit' emitting from its chest.
The young women with the brown eyes wrinkled her nose at the mention of love and scoffed.

"What's your name?" she asked
"What my name is doesn't matter, cause once I leave you'll forget all about me"
"I doubt I can forget a talking-"
"You can, and you will" the frog said with a smile.
The young lady didn't understand this frog, and wondered if she was dreaming. You don't come by a talking
frog every day, and if you told anyone you did they'd think you was crazy and lock you away.
"Well I'm-"

"I don't care to know your name, dear. I don't want anything
from you"
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"How you gonna ask me how I'm doing, then say you don't want nothin from me?"
"Can't we have a conversation without me wanting anything?" the frog asked, confused.
"You wantin a conversation. That's wanting something"
The frog thought about this for a moment, then smiled
"I guess you're right...well maybe I do want something from you. But nothing I can remember. Just
meaningless conversation, exchanges of 'how are you's and 'fine thanks'. Something to make me feel
human again, if just for a moment"
Brown eyes was convinced she was crazy now. She was a crazy lady imagining she was talking to a crazy
frog that wanted to talk about nothing.
"Right...this is a dream isn't it? A crazy dream I'll wake up from in a couple hours"
"You'll probably convince yourself this is one, that's why I said you won't remember me. No one ever
does"
The frog let out a sigh. His eyes were down cast and it looked like something heavy fell on his mind.
If she was dreaming, this dream turned sad real fast.
"I'm fine thanks" the girl sighed "and how are you?"

The frog perked up and smiled.
"I-I'm doing just fine"
The frog and the girl continued to talk like this, neither of them really saying anything.
But she did say one real thing.
"I'm gonna convince myself this is a dream, because wouldn't no one believe me if I told them I talked to a
frog"
The frog nodded in understanding. He was just happy he had someone to talk to.
But the girl lied. She knew that this was real. She knew that she had no one to tell, that everyone thought
she was crazy anyway. She would hold on to this memory, until something crazier came along.
Cause that's all she had.
So she'd believe in magic and love and talking frogs.
Until something came along to prove her wrong.
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CHANDE KRONII
by Candace Hardin
It was an ordinary Thursday morning for me. I ran for the bus, stopped at the corner shop for my morning coffee and a bagel.
I had been heading to my job at the Metropolitan Museum of History which I had held for six months now.
I was still thrilled to the skies at being accepted for the job.
Not too many Natural History majors find the kind of job that I did. Many of my classmates are still asking, “Do you want fries
with that?”
I hurried along the busy sidewalk, pushing and bumping into the denizens of the city, trying not to spill my coffee.
The Museum loomed large ahead of me, the Tudor architecture resplendent in the morning sun. The beige stones and
stucco seemed to gleam with promise. Banners had been placed around the entrance announcing the newest exhibit that we
were rushing to open within the week.
“Vikings, Journeys of Conquest.”
I opened the door to a cacophony of industry. Banging and clanging, the workers were about to move the Viking ship into
position. High scaffolding had been erected for the workers to secure the exhibit in place.
The tall dragon head loomed above me. His visage snarled at the tiny workers that struggled to fix it into position. I could
hardly believe that a boat similar to this one had once carried thirty or more warriors across the open sea.
“Gina, Gina, hey, look up here.”
I grimaced to myself.
It was Dr. Herman Wolfgang, the short, dark and slightly wide anthropologist we had on exchange. He came from Berlin with
the exhibit. His vibrant green suspenders held up pants that were cut too short both in the crotch and the legs. He wore thick,
round glasses. He was losing his hair, so he grew one side long and swept it over the top of his head.
Dr. Brown, our resident anthropologist, had gone to man the corresponding position in
Berlin’s Museum of Natural History. The purpose of the exchange was to give the curators exposure to other cultures and
museums.
Maybe it did, I had not had my turn yet, but Herman seemed to call to me all the time. It was hard to tell if he was just
interested and very awkward, or if he was just an attention whore in general. His awkward proposals and eclectic dress had
earned him the nickname of “Wolfie,” by the museum’s female staff members.
Anyway, I felt that Berlin got the better end of the deal.
I waved, hoping that would placate him.
“Gina, Gina, come up. Come see!”
He continued to motion for me to join him on the scaffolding. For all his diminutive stature, he did climb around quite
naturally. He made it look easy.
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Kate, the receptionist, whose dry wit kept us all in stitches walked over to me and said, “There’s your boyfriend, better run up
there.”
“No way, I couldn’t steal him from you.”
Kate stood six feet tall in bare feet. She snorted in derision.
“Right, the little ones all love me. They want to feel like they really caught something. I already shot him down last week,
firmly. He is all yours.”
So attention whore is the lucky winner, no need for me to feel special.
“Gina, Gina, hurry. The view is great.”
“I don’t suppose he will hush until I go up there. I hope he doesn’t want me to stay long. I am not crazy about high places.”
I climbed the stairs to the third floor. It overlooked the exhibit hall. The scaffolding was flush against the railing, anchored with
a huge chain. Still, I only planned to peep over the side.
Herman ran to where I was standing.
“Look, look down, isn’t it magnificent? Come out here with me.”
“No, I don’t want to go out there.”
“Don’t be big baby; I will hold your hand.”
“I am wearing a dress. I cannot climb over the rail. I don’t want to anyway.”
“Give me your hand. You can sit here where there is no rail and swing your legs over. Easy, no one will see anything.”
Pestered to do it, I nodded. Herman took my hand as I sat on the smooth area. I tucked the full skirt around my knees and
slipped my feet over the rail as gracefully as I could.
“See, easy, I told you.”
He continued to hold my hand as he drug me to the best view. It wouldn’t have been my first choice to be up so high, but
here I was.
“See. See the view is better here.”
I disentangled my hand from his and looked gingerly over the edge. The face of the dragon was on eye level with me.
I stepped back quickly. That is when I heard the crack. The board under my foot splintered.
It all seemed to happen in slow motion. Herman grabbed for my hand as I began to fall, alarm on his face. I felt the sick
feeling of falling in the pit of my stomach. I knew I could not stop myself.
Then something went “pop” and everything went black.
I woke up to a terrible pain in my head and back. I couldn’t seem to open my eyes. I struggled with consciousness, drifting in
and out.
I was cold and soaking wet and it felt like rocks were sticking into my back and ribs. I heard someone speak, then lift me up
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and carry me.
The next time I woke up, I did not know where I was.
I was lying on a pallet of what appeared to be furs beside a large fire. I tried to raise my head, but nausea overwhelmed
me. A pair of strong hands gently pushed me back down. I heard some sounds, but I could not make out any words. I felt
the hands on my head. A strange humming filled my ears and I lost consciousness again.
When I was finally able to open my eyes, a tall man with beautiful red hair and full beard was leaning over me. He was
dressed in a rough leather tunic and fur. I could see the reflection of the fire against the rough stone walls.
I closed my eyes again, feeling slightly ill. I mumbled under my breath.
“Okay, Regina Lynn Johnson, you are delirious. You have to get a grip. This time you are going to open your eyes and
see the pallid green of a hospital room. If you do not see it, then you are dead.”
I tried again, one eye at a time. The bearded stranger was still leaning over me.
He smiled and made some guttural garble. I shook my head and fell back onto the furs.
“I am dead and this is some kind of strange Purgatory.”
I felt the man touch me. He lifted me up to slip a small crystal hanging by a leather cord around my neck.
“You know that Purgatory is something the church made up to fill the church coffers in the Middle Ages, according to what
Mr. Olsen taught you.”
My mouth fell open in surprise.
“You speak English! How do you know about Mr. Olsen?”
“I speak my own language. You perceive English because of the crystal.”
His voice was deep and a little raspy, as if he had not used it in a long while.
I reached to touch the small shard that hung from my neck. It looked just like any common piece of quartz crystal. Surely, I
was still delusional.
“Okay, leaving that aside for now, how did you know about Mr. Olsen?”
“I saw your memories when I healed the swelling in your brain. You had a very bad head injury.”
“Healing my brain, saw the what? How, here in this place?”
I reached up to see if I could feel sutures from the operation. My hair and head seemed to be completely intact.
“How did you do that? I don’t feel any cuts or sutures. How did you heal it?”
“I used sound. It is a very simple thing.”
I was getting very upset. I sat up quickly. The room began to spin.
The man reached out to steady me. I felt his hands on my bare skin.
“Ahhh, what happened to my clothes?”
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“They were wet and bloody. I found you by the fjord. You were almost drowned when you washed up on the shore.”
“So you took my clothes off, poked around in my brain and checked out the memories?”
“Yes, but do not worry.”
“Don’t worry! Why would I worry? I am just off my head. This is a bad dream. Why would I worry about waking up naked in a
cave with a man I have never met, who as a sidebar is magically healing my brain. There is absolutely nothing there to be upset
about!”
Obviously, this was no big deal to him, regardless of my consternation. His face retained its placid expression even as my
hysteria escalated.
“I have not hurt you nor used magic. I healed you. There is no need to worry, I see you with the eyes of a healer. You must calm
down. You are still very delicate from your injury. Getting upset will not improve your condition.”
He picked up a wooden cup and offered it to me.
“Drink.”
I took the cup and drank. It was filled with a green, fresh flavored liquid.
“What is this?”
“It is crushed herbs, water and such. It will help you regain strength.”
I drained the cup and felt some of my equilibrium returning.
“What is your name?”
“My name is Chande.”
I tried to think clearly and remember that this man probably saved my life.
“Thank you for helping me Chande. My name is Regina, but most people call me Gina. How long was I unconscious?”
“You slept four days.”
“No wonder I smell so stale.”
“Stale?”
“It means that I don’t smell too fresh.”
“Oh, I understand. You did have a fever. Would you feel well enough to bathe?”
“Yes, but not in cold water, I doubt that there is a hot shower around.”
“I have a way.”
He turned his back to me and rummaged through a rough box made of hewn wood. He pulled out a long beige piece of coarsely
woven cloth. He folded it and handed it to me.
“Take this.”
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I took it from him as he asked, but I was confused.
“How am I going to bathe with this?”
“It isn’t to bathe with, it is to wrap around you and later dry your body. I will take you to the bathing place.”
I tried to push up to my knees. My head started to spin slightly. I found I was leaning to the right. I leaned against the wall and tried
to straighten.
Chande reached out to me. He steadied me as I unfolded the linen. I let the fur I held to cover myself slip to the floor. He helped
me wind the cloth around myself like a towel.
“I am going to help you walk. You are not steady on your feet.”
I nodded, there was no argument with that logic.
He put one arm around me, with the other hand he picked up a torch and a large, black, round container that appeared to be
made of leather, shaped like a bucket with a woven handle. It contained various things, but I couldn’t really discern any specifics.
My feet were bare, but the floor was not rough. Moving about revealed that the room, even though it was part of a cave of some
sort, was remarkably dry.
I looked up and saw a perfectly round hole above the fire pit to let the smoke out.
How was this possible?
How was healing the swelling in my brain possible?
Who is this guy with all these extraordinary talents that lives in a cave? How farfetched was this dream going to be?
Chande led me slowly down a corridor of sorts. It was a downward incline, going further, deeper with every step. The air grew
warmer and more humid, yet the walls were still dry.
The floor continued to be smooth. I was amazed at the consistency and how squared and even the corners were made. It looked
like a machine had hollowed the floor out of the stone.
I stole a glance at Chante’s face as we walked. His visage remained as bland as in the main room. He looked down at me and
smiled a small smile.
“Are you well? Do you need to stop for a moment?”
“No, I am fine. Where are we going?”
“There is a hot spring deep in the earth. I have an area that I prepared for bathing there.”
We moved together a few more feet until we came to a set of perfectly formed stone steps. They led down into a sandy area
where a pool of clear water steamed.
Once again, the walls were well formed as if by a machine. It was too surreal.
“You may place the linen on the outcropping of the rock so it will stay dry.”
He pointed and I looked to my right. A cubby hole of sorts had been hollowed out of the rock.
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“I need you to turn around. I don’t, I don’t feel comfortable. I mean, I am not in the habit.”
“I have already seen your body. I told you I have the eyes of a healer. You need not feel oddly about it. You cannot go into
the water alone. You are not strong enough.”
With that statement hanging in the air, he stripped out of his leather leggings and course tunic. He folded them neatly and
placed them into the cubby. He held out his hand for my wrap. I sighed and gave in. He folded and placed it with his
clothes. He pulled what appeared to be another garment from the bucket thing, placing it with everything else.
I tried not to stare as he stepped down into the water. His body was lean and his skin had a warm ruddy tone. He had a
small amount of hair the color of cinnamon on his chest that trailed down his flat stomach.
Okay, Gina, I thought, use the eyes of a healer, only the eyes of a healer, and try not to look at him as some Pagan god. I
made myself look away, albeit reluctantly.
He placed the bucket to the side of one step, just out of the water.
He held out his hand for me. I took it and stepped into the water with him.
The water was very warm. It surrounded me. The air was heavy with moisture from the steam.
Chante moved alongside of me and put his arm around my waist, making sure that I was steady. I felt strange, breathless
all of a sudden.
“I don’t think I can duck under. I feel strange. I don’t think I can hold my breath.”
I couldn’t breathe. The humid air was closing off my lungs, giving me a full blown panic attack!
Chante pulled me in front of his chest. He put his arms around me, letting the back of my head rest against his chest,
holding me close to his body. He made soothing sounds like you might make for a child, or maybe a skittish horse in a sing
song kind of rhythm.
“Shhhh, it is just the rising heat and sulfur in the waters. It can affect a person’s breathing until you get used to it. A head
injury can do this too. You don’t have to submerge; I will wet your hair and wash it for you.”
His ministrations continued to soothe me until I had my breathing semi - under control. I drew a ragged breath and nodded.
He turned to pull a wooden dipping vessel that hung from a peg that had been hammered into the wall. He filled it, tipped
my head back and wet my hair.
I was still edgy, but when he took some herbal smelling concoction from the bucket and lathered it up in my hair, I relaxed
and felt myself begin to breathe normally.
No one had ever washed my hair for me, beyond paid personnel at a salon, or my Mother.
His body was close behind me as he massaged my head gently and rinsed the soap away.
I could feel his skin, warm from the water, sliding sensually next to mine. I was fighting a strong feeling of attraction and
losing.
I wasn’t sure where to put my hands, so I just closed my arms over my chest. It seemed the best way to hide some of the
evidence of my arousal. My nipples were straining under the closure of my arms. I could feel every part of him against me.
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His hands continued to rub the soap into my back and shoulders. I felt like melted butter. I began to tremble, and shift
uncomfortably.
Without warning, he stopped. I didn’t know what to do, afraid to move. I waited a moment; both of us seemed frozen in place.
“Chande?”
He put his hands on my shoulders and turned me to face him slowly. I looked up at him.
The air shimmered with steam, but his face was clear. He had a strange look in his eyes as they burned into mine.
“I don’t think you are looking at me with the eyes of healer now.”
Chande shook his head. He leaned down and brushed my lips with his lightly. My arms came around him as I tiptoed to return the
kiss.
He pulled me close, running his hands over my soapy skin. It was probably the most erotic moment in my life.
He shuddered, his whole body quivering. He let me go and turned away.
“Forgive me.”
I was standing there, confused, wanting him back next to me.
“What, Chande, what are you talking about?”
“I am wrong. You have been very ill and still are not well. I should not press you in this manner.”
I stepped up behind him and put my arms around his waist. I laid my head on his back.
“I wanted you too.”
“Nevertheless, I am sorry, forgive me. Let’s finish up and go back to the fire. You will need some nourishment soon.”
I let him go reluctantly. I turned away and finished my ablutions quickly as did he. He helped me to sit on the bottom step and got
out of the water first, dried himself and dressed. He reached down and held out his hand for me, averting his eyes. He handed me
the length of linen and turned his back.
I dried off as well as I could.
“There is a garment for you there.”
I reached up and pulled out a crude tunic made of a rough, woven cloth. I guessed it was his change of clothes. I put it over my
head and smoothed it down. It hung down long on me, like a dress.
“I’m ready.”
He took my hand, and we made our way slowly back up the corridor to the warm, fire lit room.
I felt awkward and tried to hide it by sitting down on the furs where I had lain.
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Chande moved to the fireplace and stirred something in a large pot.
I was hungry. I felt hollow inside, I realized I had not eaten in several days.
He ladled something into a wooden bowl and brought it to me.
“What is this?”
“It is stag broth. You have been asleep for several days. It will be better if you go slowly.”
I thanked him and took the bowl. The broth was clear, but tasted of seasonings like salt, garlic and onion. It was very
tasty. I drained the bowl. He filled it again. This time I sipped it slowly. “This is good. I appreciate your care.”
He smiled and filled another bowl for himself and sat down cross legged beside me.
“Why don’t you tell me the last memories that you have before you were injured.”
“I don’t know what happened or how I got here. I was at my job in the museum. I remember walking on a scaffold. I was
viewing an exhibit. I heard wood splinter. I fell. I should lying broken be on the floor below. I don’t know why or how you
found me in the fjord.”
Chande listened quietly. He did not seem to be perturbed at all.
“One question, about museum , scaffold and exhibit. These words are not very familiar to me, even though I did come
across them in your memories.”
“A museum is a big building filled with very old things for people to view. An exhibit is one specific kind of old things. A
scaffold is a tall structure, we crawl up it to reach things that are high.”
“What kind of old things were you putting on, what did you say, view?”
“It was a Viking Ship and other artifacts about Vikings.”
“I see.”
“You don’t think I am crazy?”
“No, what must have happened is that you slipped into some sort of time tube. It could have been some kind of warding or
spell that was attached to the old ship.”
I sat and digested his words along with the hot broth. I don’t know if I believed him. I still felt like I was crazy or dead.
“Let me ask you something.”
“Of course.”
“Who is Edgar Cayce?”
I choked on my broth. Chande obligingly reached over and pounded me on the back.
“How do you know about Edgar Cayce?”
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“When I was working with the swelling in your brain, his name was connected with Atlantis. How is this possible?”
“Cayce was called the Sleeping Prophet. He would lie down as if to sleep. His wife would record the visions he had in his
sleep. He spoke of Atlantis rising again from the sea sometime in the future. I have read many of his works.”
“Has it risen?”
“No, it has not. Many have theories about it, but still there is no evidence that it existed.”
Chande nodded. “It existed.”
“How do you know this is true?”
“I am a native of this place that Cayce says will rise again.”
My mouth fell open a little. I remembered to close it.
He had believed my strange story unperturbed. I felt obligated to hear him out. It would explain a lot, especially about the brain
swelling, chimney hole and perfectly hollowed out, bone dry cave.
“Can you want to tell me about it?”
“I only mention it because I know that you have some idea of it in your mind. I told you my name was Chande. My full name is
Chande Kronii. I am the chronicler of light and time. I was a physical being in the continent of Atlantis. When the continent
broke up, I became a spirit being. I chose to travel through time, observing mankind left on Earth through the centuries. I write
of my findings for the future. Cayce was right. Atlantis will rise again. When it does, we that took spirit form will be called back.
My work will be available to posterity. The ages will have a history and a story to teach those who come later.”
“So, how is it you were able to heal my brain?”
“I make use of sound waves and crystals. We did not use the primitive tools of your time, we use sound set at a certain pitch.
Different works require a different pitches.”
“Is that how you made this place? It is not what you would call an ordinary cave.”
“Yes, this is how I was able to adjust this natural place into what you see here.”
“You say you are spirit, yet you have a physical body.”
“I can emulate the local people. I take some samples from their bodies, strands of hair or such. This gives me the information I
need to copy them. I have to be able to walk among the people in order to learn from them.”
“What is the year now?”
“The best of my calculations, it is around 850. The land is what your time will call Scandinavia.”
“The time of the earliest recorded Viking movement.”
He nodded again. “What is your time?”
“I am from 2014 AD.”
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“2014, more than a thousand years from now. What is AD?”
“Ano Domini, it means after Christ.”
“Yes, The Christ.”
“You know of Christ?”
“Yes, I do.”
He did not elaborate, so I let it pass. Shock had ceased to exist for me, as I conversed more and more with this man.
“Where is the knowledge that you gather stored? I see no papers or writing.”
“It goes into an archive deep inside of Atlantis. It is sent there through thoughts. It is preserved there, as are many physical
effects that I need when I take on human form.”
“What kind of effects?”
“Crystals, mostly, there are different kinds needed, some forms of hard currency for barter. No matter what happens to the
physical embodiment I use, these things are warded. They disappear and are returned to their holding place. When I
reanimate, they appear as I need them.”
“Did you have a family in Atlantis?”
“I had a mate there. When given the choice of becoming spirit or dying with her body, she chose to expire. I tried to
convince her to live on, but the destruction of the city was too much sorrow for her to bear.”
“I am sorry. Do you ever feel the need to, uh, take a mate from the humans in the times you visit?”
“I have not been connected enough to the flesh I assume or to anyone to want to make that connection. I would say that
you are the first person I have been able to talk to about my home. You are the first to cause me to respond in a physical
way.”
He said that in such a matter of fact way, like he was reporting the news. I tried not to take it personally.
“I don’t know if I should be glad about that or not. I hope I have not caused you any distress. You have been very kind.
Could you give up the sprit form and remain human if you wanted to stay in any one period of time?”
He reached out and touched my cheek.
“You did nothing wrong.”
“But could you remain in a certain time?”
“I have heard of it being done. Many spirits grow lonely and wish to reconnect to the world. The body they inhabit will grow
older every year. They will not have infinity to perform their tasks.”
“Would their work be lost if they decided to stay?”
“No, it just would not grow anymore. Nothing is ever lost. Eventually, the spirit would forget the past and from whence it
came. All our Atlantian talents and knowledge would mostly disappear. We would become mortal again.”
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I nodded.
He took my empty bowl from my hand.
“You had best get some rest, you are not strong yet. I will be here if you need me.”
I lay back onto the furs. I did not expect to sleep, but my body gave out. I fell into a deep slumber.
I dreamed of falling.
Falling fast, I could not stop myself. I reached out to nothing. I was afraid I was going to die if I ever hit solid ground. I cried out
from the empty sick feeling deep in my stomach.
Chande woke me.
“Wake up, Gina, you are crying in your sleep.”
I sat up in fear and wrapped my arms tightly around his neck. I sobbed and sobbed.
“Don’t let me fall. I was falling so far. Don’t let me fall.”
He soothed and held me, rocking back and forth.
“It is only a dream, you are safe. Lie down and rest. You should not excite yourself in this manner. It will not speed your
recovery.”
“Will you stay beside me?”
“If you will feel better, I will.”
He lay down beside me, curling his body around me. His arms held me tightly.
His body was so warm. The comfort of his embrace returned me to sleep.
At the dawn, I awakened to Chande tracing my cheek with his finger. He touched my face gently. His fingers brushed my lips, my
nose, and my hair.
“I did not mean to awaken you. I just wanted to touch you, feel your skin. I had forgotten how it feels to have someone near. I
haven’t had a conversation with anyone in many, many years, centuries really. You from your 2014, are able to understand me
and my past. It is a pleasure to share again. Holding you close, listening to you breathe, the softness of your skin and the scent
of your hair, it is something I thought I had buried deep within myself, or left behind on my lost continent.”
I reached up and pulled his face down to mine. I kissed him, brushing my tongue lightly over his lips.
His arms came tightly around me and he returned my kiss deeply, with more passion than I had ever experienced.
Without breaking contact, he pulled me up to a sitting position. He stopped kissing me for a moment and gave me a look that
asked for permission.
I smiled and nodded, raising my arms. He tugged the shift over my head.
I was bare before him in the firelight. He traced my curves with his hands before cupping my face and bringing me in for another
deep, smoldering kiss.
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My hands went to his chest as I tugged at his tunic, but was met with frustration. I wanted to feel his skin next to mine.
He pulled away from me long enough to shed his clothes. His weight came down upon me, as he laid me back onto the furs. He
captured me with kisses over and over before lowering his face to my breasts. He pulled a nipple into his mouth. It was as if he had
drawn my soul into his with his suckling. I felt the passion stir in the intimate places of my body. He worked his way back up to my ear,
nibbling and kissing along the way.
“I haven’t done this in a very long time.”
I could hardly think. I was breathless as I whispered into his ear.
“You are doing fine. Please don’t stop.”
His mouth moved down the line of my jaw and neck, then tracing the sides of my breasts. His tongue sampled my navel and then
moved lower.
He released me and kissed his way back up to my mouth. I reached down and guided him to me. The passion was evident on his face
as he began to love me. I had experienced the physical before, but it had never been something that could be defined as actual love
making.
Chande personified the term, holding me close to him and whispering his feelings into my ear. We finished together, as he held me
tight against his chest. His eyes burning into mine.
I awoke some time later, draped over him. He had pulled furs over us and his arms were wrapped around my back.
I rolled off of his body. The fire had gone out and the room was very dark. I snuggled up against him and went back to sleep.
I awoke some time later to the smell of food. Something was cooking. The fire lit the room as Chande stirred something in his big,
black pot.
I reached for my discarded tunic. I slipped it over my head and stood up slowly. Most of the dizziness was gone, but I was sore in
other places. I tiptoed over to Chande, putting my arms around his waist. I laid my head against his tall back.
“Good morning.”
Chande took my hands and pulled them around him to squeeze him tighter. Then he let them go and turned to face me. He cupped
my face in his hands and kissed me.
“A very good morning, I had forgotten how good it can be.”
I put my arms around his waist, my head fit perfectly under his chin.
He leaned down to kiss me again, but stopped suddenly. He stood up straight and moved his head, as if listening.
Then, I heard it too. It was the sound of a primitive horn being blown frantically in the distance.
He let me go and ran for the entrance to the cave where he hesitated for a moment.
He ran back to me with a disturbed look on his face.
“What is it?” I asked.
“Marauders, from a neighboring clan, they are here to steal the ships and spoils from this village’s last successful raid. They have
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been here before, they are violent, ruthless. You cannot stay here. I have to send you back.”
“Send me back, how can I go back?”
“You will go back, I cannot risk you here. They are especially harsh with women.”
He grabbed me and held me close. He kissed me hard, with urgency. Releasing me, he smoothed my hair and touched my face.
“You will not remember all that happened here. It will seem as a fitful dream of fragments.”
I gripped his arms as tears started down my face.
“I don’t want to forget you. I won’t leave you.”
He reached up to pull the crystal from around his neck. He pulled mine over my head as well.
He took my hand and laid both crystals into the palm of my hand. He closed it tightly around them.
He cupped my face in his hands and kissed me one last time.
Chande tapped my forehead with his index finger. He lifted the hand that held the crystals and kissed it.
“Remember!”
“Chande, stop, no!” I sobbed.
Then I heard the same pop from the day of the accident, and everything went black.
I awoke in a hospital bed with tubes and machines attached to my limbs. They made a rhythmic sound as my vitals registered.
“NOOOOO!”” I cried out.
I wept violently and strained against the restraints of the equipment taped to me. The noise increased exponentially the more upset I
became.
“Stop, calm down, you cannot thrash about so. Orderly, orderly, help me with this patient.”
I fought the nurse and the man who ran in to help her. My pain was so intense.
They held me down as another nurse injected something into my IV. I felt the drugs enter my bloodstream and I stopped struggling. I
closed my eyes, exhausted.
Later, I awoke, startled, still groggy. My eyes burned from sobbing.
I could not tell where I was. I could see the pallid green walls of the room, but I was still confused, everything was so jumbled in my
mind.
“How are you feeling today?”
A man in a white coat with his back to me had spoken. I heard him pull my chart from the holder on the door.
I didn’t even bother to answer.
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He continued to talk. I ignored him and turned my face to the wall.
From beside my bed, he spoke again, surprising me. I hadn’t heard him come near. Still, I would not turn to look at him. I didn’t want to see
anyone.
“Look at me, Gina.” His voice compelled me.
He was leaning over me. He was tall, had beautiful red hair and a red beard.
He reached out and tapped my hand. I realized it had been tightly clenched the entire time. He tapped it again and it fell open. I was holding
two pieces of crystal, strung on leather cords.
“Remember.” I said to myself.
“I am your doctor, Chandler Kronic.”
His hand brushed the hair out of my eyes and he smiled.
The nurse entered the room, “Excuse me, Dr. Kronic, there is a Dr. Giorgio Tsoukalos on the phone for you.”

Photo below by Candace Hardin
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EDGAR CAYCE AND ATLANTIS
By Candace Hardin
Who was Edgar Cayce? Why was he called “The Sleeping Prophet? What did he predict about Atlantis?
What legacy has he left to the world?
“Edgar Cayce was an American Christian Mystic who answered questions on subjects as varied as healing,
reincarnation, wars, Atlantis and future events while in a trance. A biographer gave him the name, The
Sleeping Prophet.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Cayce
Cayce would lie down to sleep. While in a deep sleep, he would answer people’s questions and his wife
would record his words. These were called ‘readings.”
The fictional short story of Chande Kronii addresses the Hall of Records that were left behind by the people
of Atlantis. Edgar Cayce related that there were three locations that held all the knowledge of the continent
and people of Atlantis. One is submerged in the waters off Bimini and Andros Island in the Bahamas.

Cayce claimed that these islands were once part of a continent he referred to as. “Poseidia.”
The other is under the Great Sphinx of Egypt and the last one is in Piedras Negras in Guatamala.
Cayce held that these locations were the depository of all of the learning and technology of the continent of
Atlantis were held.
Cayce prophesied that the lost continent would rise out of the ocean in the future. This has yet to happen but
much research has gone into proving the Atlantis readings by the foundation that is the legacy of Edgar
Cayce.
Edgar Cayce’s Association for Research and Enlightenment, (A.R.E,) located in Virginia Beach, Virginia,
has sponsored several expeditions to search and record findings about Atlantis and the Hall of Records.
In 2003, an expedition was led to Andros, where two very important discoveries of the Atlantis puzzle were
made. Underwater stones called the Bimini Road and Andros Platform were found, giving rise the theory
that they defined breakwaters on a harbor.
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The second discovery was evidence of an ancient temple on the island. Another location was investigated
around a natural harbor along the Yucatan on Isla Cerritos. There a harbor and breakwater was found of cut
beach stone.
In 2004, A.R.E. made an 83 documentary of the expedition and findings of the second location of one of the
Hall of Records located in Los Piedras Negras.
A.R.E. returned to Bimini and Andros with a crew from The History Channel, resulting in the best documentary

and footage of the area.
In 2005, a joint expedition of the Bimini-Andros area with the A.R. E Search for Atlantis team and archeologist
Bill Donato of The Atlantis Organization was made with significant findings. Lab results of the testing of the
materials collected there were released in 2005.
More information on the A.R. E.’s Search for Atlantis can be found on their website, http://
www.edgarcayce.org/the-readings/ancient-mysteries/atlantis with the foundation most willing to answer any
questions you might have through email or telephone.
The story of Chande Kronii contains a reference to Giorgio Tsoukalos, a Swiss born Greek American writer and
television personality. He is a propronent of the idea that ancient alien astronauts interacted with early humans.
He is most famous for appearing as a host on the television series, Ancient Aliens. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Giorgio_A._Tsoukalos
He has made several documentaries about Atlantis and the possible connection of ancient alien astronauts. More
information can be found online under his name.
Many thanks and acknowledgement is given to Alison Ray of A.R.E for her help and consideration.
Those interested can become a member of A.R.E. and learn more about this subject and many others as told by
Edgar Cayce at http://www.edgarcayce.org/content/about-us/virginia-beach-hq/
Books by Edgar Cayce and Kevin Todechi, executive director and CEO of A.R.E., are available in book stores

and online.
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The Life and Times of a Forgotten Imaginary Friend
By Cotton Ciaverelli
_
It was a beautiful Saturday morning and Stretch couldn’t be more excited. In a few minutes James would wake
up and commence their Saturday morning adventure! Then as if on cue with Stretch’s thinking, James woke up
and shouted,
“Prepare to be slain foul Dragon!” Stretch smiled as the adventure began!
This morning Stretch was a fearsome Dragon and James was a brave Knight. The two fought for hours in the
backyard kingdom. And while Mom’s garden suffered great casualties, James the knight was victorious.
Stretch watched as James happily swung his Styrofoam sword in the air. Stretch didn’t care that he lost this
adventure, he was just happy to be a part of it.
Stretch was always lonely whenever James had to go to school. And as James got older, his school days seemed
to get longer. Even when James’s parents were around, they never talked to Stretch. They didn’t even
acknowledge his existence. Were they mad at him? This really troubled Stretch, so one day he asked James why
his parents were so mad at him?
“They’re not mad at you, they can’t even see you.”
Stretch froze in a state of confusion and shock.
“What are you talking about?!”
“Well, because you’re my imaginary friend,” James calmly replied.
“I don’t get it.”
James thought for a moment.
“No one else can see you because I made you up in my head.”
“Are you saying that I don’t exist?” Just saying the words out loud made Stretch hyperventilate.
“Yeah, what’s wrong?” James asked.
“What’s wrong? I’m learning of my imaginary existence! That’s what’s wrong!”
“I didn’t mean to upset you but you really didn’t know? Why do you think you have a tail?”
Stretch shouted “Because I thought I was special!”
Stretch forever remembered that moment in his life. To him it felt like it had just occurred the other day. For
James, that day was years ago. Now, he was in high school and he didn’t have time for Saturday morning
adventures. And with no time for such childish things, he hardly did anything with Stretch.
“Why have you been so mad?” Stretch asked.
James was laying in his bed with a textbook in one hand and an I-pod in the other.
He replied with simple and uninterested “Huh?”
“When we were Knights, Pirates and Spacemen, you were so happy.”
James looked up at Stretch “Stretch, I can’t do those things anymore.
They’re for children”
“Being happy is for children?”
“What? No! Look, I really don’t have time for this I’ve got to study” Studying was an odd routine that James did
very often. Stretch didn’t understand it.
First, James would argue with his mom about school. Then, he’d lock himself in his room and watch videos on a
strange lap sized TV all day. Finally, James would quickly read and repeatedly look over a large part of a
textbook. This routine would repeat when James would have another argument with his mom about school the
next day. It all seemed very confusing and upsetting.
“Do you want to study?” Stretch enquired.
“No Stretch, of course I don’t.”
Stretch’s eyes began to twinkle “So if you don’t want to study then maybe you would want to go on an
adventure!?”
James then erupted in furry.
“You need to stop this. I’ve told you God knows how many times before before, I’m not going on one of your
stupid little adventures. So stop asking!”
Stretch’s eyes began to tear up
“Why are you so mad?”
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“I’m mad because you won’t leave me alone!” For a moment Stretch struggled to speak.
“I just want you to be happy.”
“Then leave! Hell, if you love adventure’s so much then go on your own.” Stretch held back his tears and let
out a big sigh while James got back to his I-pod. Then before silence filled the room, Stretch had already
left it.
As Stretch made his own way through a world he hardly knew, he was surprised to find other imaginary
friends. He often saw many of them with the children at a playground in a nearby park. As he watched the
friends, he wondered if they knew of their impossible existence.
“How often do you wish you were in their place?”
Surprised, Stretch looked around to find the source of the voice. Eventually he saw a very large and very old
imaginary friend. Stretch immediately noticed that there was no companion with this friend. This made the
imaginary friend much more approachable for Stretch. “They remind me of my adventures with Jimmy. My
name is Borble, in case you were wondering.”
“I’m Stretch. Is Jimmy your friend?”
“Yes but he’s gone now.”
“I know what you mean. Mine doesn’t want to see me either.”
Borble quickly interrupted.
“No, he’s just gone.”
Borble began explain.
“I could do anything Jimmy imagined. But as Jimmy got older, he started to change. I couldn’t fight it or
stop it in any way. And every time the change grew, it would take something away from him. It took his
sight, sound, mind and even his hair. And now he is gone.”
This story horrified Stretch. He couldn’t imagine himself going through something so traumatic.
“I just wanted to make him happy but when I couldn’t do that, I was just there for him.” Then as if on cue
Stretch knew what he had to do.
For Stretch, time continued to stand still. But for James, it did not.
James was growing up and moving on. And as painful as it was to admit, Stretch was no longer James’s
friend. He was something much more. Some would call it a guide, guard or even guardian angel. He became
the wings to raise James to the challenge and the weight to keep him grounded.
It was time for James’s adventure to begin and even though the relationship had changed, Stretch was just
happy to be a part of it.
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ISABELLE
BY ANDREAS BOESCH
When last we left Isabelle and Rowan, they were resting from their flight from Rowan’s brother Padraig. Who
would have thought that they would be running for their lives in such a manner. The day’s events caused
Isabelle to remember the events that led up to their escape.

Chapter 2
Noblesse Oblige
The O’Connor family was under the fold, and protection of the Macannah clan. Like every peasant or merchant, they paid
their tribute to the Macannah’s. The O’Connor’s were not rich when it came to property and coin. Yet, the family of five lived better
than most; none of them went hungry. Goban O’Connor was the village’s only blacksmith, and his service sought after.
The O’Connor’s kept a cow for milk, raised chickens, mostly for eggs, others for the occasional and special meal. They bred
rabbits too. When Isabelle was in her eighth year, her father taught her how to kill and skin the furry creatures with expertise.
The fair Isabelle was how most referred to her. Her delicate features, framed with long, wavy flaxen hair alone made her
stand out from the local crowd, but it was her vibrant blue eyes that most remembered. Disregarding her attire, solely judging by the
way she carried herself, a stranger might have assumed she was of noble blood.
Isabelle’s mother, Suzette, was of French origin. She had passed on her fair looks onto her daughter, and taught her how to
speak French.
Ever since a little girl, Isabelle had the fantasy, to one day be married to a nobleman. The dream was fueled, and within her
grasp, when she reached her sixteenth year.
It had been a chance meeting in Mallagh, running an errand for her mum. Padraig was handsome, clad in finely woven attire,
his sword’s pommel graced an emerald stone and he rode a white steed. She was smitten at first sight, and every time they met in
secret, Padraig Macannah professed his undying love for her. Padraig was the elder son of Riain Macannah the chieftain of the most
powerful clan in the region.

“For this reason, our love for one another needs remain a secret, until the time is right,” he always
said.
Padraig deflowered her, three months into their courtship. He had forced himself on her, with the assurance they were to be
married. She let it happen, out of love, and admittedly so, out of curiosity.
She planned to tell him of the young one on the way, yet she was afraid. In a few months, she would not be able to hide her
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condition any longer. As happy as she was about her child, as much she feared that day. Would Padraig’s clan accept her?
It was a mixed blessing when the signs of pregnancy went away; she had a feeling it had to do with all the blood she lost
one morning. She wasn’t able to conceal it from her mother, but it was never talked about thereafter.
With a heavy heart, she decided not to confide in Padraig. It was something he might not take in stride, most of all she
feared he’d leave her. What if she could not bear him a child?
Their meetings, away from prying eyes, were difficult, and far and few in between. Isabelle was busy with her chores, and
Padraig had to uphold his standing. He could not be absent whenever it pleased him, not without rousing suspicion. At times, they
met in an abandoned house; a place rumored to be haunted. According to lore, the family of seven met a gruesome fiery death,
due to the mother’s doings, her communication with the occult, or so the tale was told.
In the beginning, Padraig believed with conviction what he promised. Soon she was to be his for everyone to know. He
meant to rebel against tradition, disregard the objections his family would hold against a marriage to a peasant girl. His naivety
however, gave way to reality, and fate brought chaos into Isabelle’s life.
The time came when he was expected to marry. Political events dictated the bride to be was Derinn O’Shea. The O’Shea
Clan had been at war with the Macannah’s, a feud that had lasted for nearly a decade. The Macannah’s were more powerful,
when it came to numbers in warrior troops, but the O’Shea’s were brilliant in tactics, and scheming, thus prolonging the feud
without end in sight.
The toll of war was costly, not only with death and injury, but also economically, and it affected all. Treaties had been
arranged before, but were always broken by either side. Tired of bloodshed, the time was ripe for the opportunity to seal a lasting
peace. Padraig protested in the beginning, yet he could see that there was no other option, than to sacrifice his great love—
Isabelle.
One month after the public announcement, Derinn O’Shea became Derinn Macannah with much fanfare. At last, the
hostilities between the clans ended. Isabelle could see the value of this arrangement. The French said it perfectly; noblesse
oblige. She too had been yearning for peace as the clan’s feud had cost her brother Aidan’s life.

Yet, she loved Padraig, and feelings of love could not simply be cast away. She went
through the stages of hurt and anger. Not only had she lost her love, but her dream of nobility in
the bargain. She felt wronged and hated her selfish feelings; yet, it could not be helped.
The seasons came and went, and her heart was healing; yet, mysterious and forbidden
events were in the offing to change her life forever in unforeseen ways.
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The Gods of the Stone Circle

A warm mid-summer’s eve, breezed though her hair. The long shadows pointed east, and twilight drew near. Isabelle
walked through the meadows, to visit her new sanctuary. A rush of carefree excitement washed over her.
Having time of leisure, to spend in ways she wished, was what she lived for these days. The memory of Padraig still
haunted her, and she craved escape to the oak and the circle of stones. It had become a place to save her sanity.
The ancient, majestic oak stood grand, centuries old— once revered by the Druids of long ago. The tree still held magic,
waiting to emerge for the soul that cherished the ways of old.
Within a stone’s throw of the oak, loomed the large circle of stones, once used for pagan worship. It was punishable by
death if one decried the catholic faith. The church had no tolerance for competing gods, and heresy was seen in many shape and
form; one had to be careful.
Nonetheless, the people of Ireland still cherished the beliefs of ancient times. Many incorporated the old gods with the
holy trinity of Christianity, and often, the church turned a blind eye.
The grove and the stone circle had become Isabelle’s favorite place to be; albeit, her chores at home were many. On
average, she found the time to herself, twice a week, and she sought her sanctuary without anyone’s knowledge.
During the summer month she watched the countless fireflies in their nightly dance above the heather and among the
trees. There were times she stood in the center of the ceremonial stones, surrounded by the little creatures, sporadically flashing
their magical light, and she imagined them to be fairies and pixies, immersed in frolicking, celebrating the warmth and enchantment
of the summer night.
On this particular night, she walked through the grove of trees. Gentle winds rustled the leaves. She strolled, well past the
grove— through the center of the circle of stones, and on to her hill of contemplation.
The fireflies did not disappoint, following her every step. The narrow path rose at a slight and led her to the top of the
mound. The long, and wide Valley of Maelagh spread foreboding before her. Loch Carogh lay nearly invisible, had it not been for
the, moonlit water, shimmering with mystery.
Isabelle got comfortable on the grassy slope, dreaming of a life far away from misery and ignorance, where intellect and
poetry reigned. She longed to see the world. Most of all France and its magnificent cities, places her mother used to describe and
swoon about. In moments like these, time had no meaning, but eventually she became aware that it was getting late, and morning
would come all too soon.
Still, her eyes lingered on the starry firmament, fascinated by the vastness of it all.
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Am I dreaming?
One of the countless stars did not behave like a star. Spellbound she watched. The point of light not only intensified in
luminosity, it also traveled across the sky.
Perhaps it’s a falling star?
Steadily, the star gained in radiance. Enthralled she gazed, unable to move. It was evident it grew in size, as though it was
falling toward her.
How can this be? Fear began to battle Isabelle’s wonder. Her legs began to move. Without looking up, she ran down the
hill toward the stone circle. Curiosity, however, got the better of her and she hid behind a great tree. After several rapid breaths,
she risked a peek.
The light was in approach, growing swiftly brighter, turning night into day. Isabelle shielded her eyes. The sudden highpitched whining sound was frightening, although the glare began to dim. Isabelle dared not to look any longer. Whatever this was,
it did not go away, and she whispered a prayer to Saint Brighid. The pagan goddess had been so popular, that the Catholic
Church had no choice and accepted her as a saint. Brighid had always been the Patron Saint of the Blacksmiths, and her father
prayed to her daily.
The prayer gave her the strength to dare another dash. She inhaled deeply and ran past the ancient monolithic stones.
Breathless, Isabelle came to a halt behind the giant oak. Anyone with a healthy mind would keep running as far away as possible.
Yet, she hesitated, she could not leave without knowing what mystery had fallen from the skies. With knees weak, and
knots in her belly, she backtracked slowly. The glow within the stone circle guided the way. The view was unobstructed, but for the
druid’s stones. She had no sense at all, what lay within the sacred site.
At last, and with a pounding heart, she stood in between the stones, and in stunning disbelieve exhaled a gasp. Before
her, hovered a mystical beast. It resembled a helm a noble knight might wear to battle.
The gods have come down from the heavens.
Isabelle flinched. Four legs sprouted from the belly of the best, and planted themselves firmly onto the grass.
Mesmerized, the impulse to run no longer persisted.
An opening appeared— a crack, spilling brilliant light. Smoothly, the luminous gap expanded into a rectangular opening.
Isabelle perceived movement, and she drew two steps back. The silhouette of a figure materialized within the glowing door, then
another. Isabelle was afraid to exhale.
The emerging gods walked down the short, unfurling ramp. Each held a stick, emitting a beam of light. It fell on her. Yet it
did not blind her. Panic threatened to resurface, but she stood frozen and mute. They were closing in, and Isabelle fell onto her
knees. It was an impulse, showing her humility. They came to rest several feet from her.
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“Do not fear us Isabelle, we mean you no ill.”
Isabelle looked up and gazed at gentle, smiling faces. The creatures looked human somehow. Both wore long and wavy
hair— one golden— the other dark. Their faces were white like hers, but the rest of their body was covered with a second skin as
white as snow. Isabelle surrendered her fear and relaxed. She was certain now; she beheld the gods of the sacred trees. I can feel
their goodness.
“Our names are Ilana and Tara,” the other said with the same soothing voice.
“Listen well. Our message is of utmost importance.”
Isabelle nodded, unable to speak.
“We will return, one year hence, to this very circle of stones. It will be so at the spark of dawn. It is imperative, you must be
present.”
Without another word, the goddesses turned and disappeared inside, into what Isabelle now considered their carriage.
Moments later, the high humming sound returned, and the legs retracted. With swiftness, the gods ascended to the heavens, gaining
speed by the blink of the eye. Silence returned, and the fireflies resumed their flight of fancy, as if nothing extraordinary had occurred.
Stunned, she tried to comprehend. All the gods wanted her to do was to return, one year later. They left without having given
her a task to do, or any enlightening insights.
Have I not heard all they said?
Isabelle shrugged. Perhaps this is my first test, to fulfill a simple request, and once it’s met, the gods will have important
things for me to do.
Isabelle walked gingerly to where the chariot had sat, and discerned its footprints. She saw them faintly in the moon’s bright
light. It has not been a waking dream. I must not have doubts, not even for a moment.
Isabelle dropped to her knees, and prayed, gazing at the stars.

Check the next issue to see what happens to Isabelle and Rowan!!!!!

Poetry Corner starts on the next page.
For you Chaucer Fans— “Whan that Aprille with his shoures soote…..”
An Auld English Style poem by Matthew Scott Harris
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The Great Ones by Jay La Velle Ingram
Although he thinks I have no special muse to guide me to the place where great ones
hymn, he does not know the pawns that they may use to capture some great king's
most precious gem. He calls me out to battle with a gibe without the shield of
knowledge of my heart.
He judges me outmatched by his pale tribe So be it, now this war of wits may start.
When I, the dark one, set my pen to page and pour out sharp-tongued sonnets like
fine blades then Yeats, brave knight, is captured in my cage.

Shakespeare, his king, arrest in my abode.
So armed, my judge may now forecast my fate.
He may check me or abdicate--check mate.
Fatigue o'er me when n root to chat
With me beast buddy billy Shakespeare.
When hoop pone a rye zen froom deep slumber,
No thang looked fam meal yar,

And mad crowds stepped on ma rear
N did tock with odd ticks that sun did quite queer
Whence win aye spook Main lee fowl n hands n make she fit prayer
Mobs o' strange loo king jesting oafs
Burst oot law ph ing with troll like ogres near
Which bedlam methought this an height mare
So heavens ta betsy,

Ha get wild looks froom pea pull who didst leer
N what goot ma goat waz a beefy brute with oot lan dish gear
Grub bing n bound wrists with sha kills, yet a flair
To git free oof manic hulls brought n up rar re us cheer.
Ah thank ya sum hutch
Fir axe 'cept n me scratching letters - i haint hex pecked e'en that much
Cuz, the her reed lee n so wee fully tale hard dashed scribbling did touch
Oof me current thyme warp woof out into a new thar whirled wide web
Wit noah bard37arse to clutch.

Thanks For Asking
By Daniel Meyer
She

asks what it's like being back in Washington.

I take a moment, allowing myself to ponder and filter thoughts
that blitz my brain.
Okay.
I say that Washington is…

Washingtony.
Great answer, I know. (It's not.)
She's never even been to Washington, so my response means
little to her.
I add to my lackluster response.
Relentless Rain!
Snooty Hipsters!
Zealous 12s!
Pungent Hippies!
Irate Feminist!
Breathtaking Coffee!
Expensive Housing!
Curious Canadians!
Family. My family
It feels so right being back with them all.

She asks if I miss Tennessee.
I tell her I'm growing increasingly more suspicious that I forgot
a small part of myself there.
Of course, she wants to know what that means.
Well, um. I'm not sure.
I'm desperately trying to figure that out.
However, I don’t think I will anytime soon.
Thanks for asking!
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The Boy Who Ate Love Poems

Bohemian Renaissance

By Jonas Meyer

Supporters of the Arts:

They gave him indigestion something
awful but he could not
get enough.

Clay County Chamber of
Commerce

He had lost all reason and nothing nobody
could stand in
his way.

Blue Ridge Mountain
EMC

Delicious! he would whistle,
rhyme & meter dripping
from his lips.

Tri-County Office Supply

Fantastic! he would bellow,
metaphors & similes stuck like
crunchy peanut butter to the roof
of his mouth.
All day he craved the lure of
the sweet words.
the affection, the affliction, the frankness
contained therein.

Bohemian Renaissance

Sneaking the poems into bed at night, he’d
crunch & munch on stanzas,
lick & slurp the
beautifully broken
lines.

Would like to thank all of its
sponsors. Please support the
arts with a tax deductible
donation today.

Most meals were, out of necessity,
specially prepared by hired help:

Art below by Sarah Dallaire

Love poems grated & sprinkled on Wheaties.
Hot roast beef & love poem hoagie submarines.
Angel-hair pasta w/ love poems & sharp cheddar
cheese.
What can i say?
He’s a hopeless romantic, his mother
told the news media,
shrugging.
His heart is as huge as Texas.
maybe huger.
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BARED EXPECTATIONS
A DECADE OF LOVE AND GROWTH
IN VERSE
BY
CANDACE A. HARDIN
AVAILABLE ON AMAZON.COM
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